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Landing Pages
Are important

Landing pages are important for many reasons, as a PPC
manager I care a great deal about landing pages
because it helps conversions. To be more particular, I
care about Cost per Acquisitions (CPA). My definition of
an acquisition is a car sold or a contract signed, which is
often different from how Google defines an acquisition.
An excellent landing page drastically reduces my cost.
Conversions are influenced directly by ad quality scores,
bounce rates, and interest levels. I’ve tested various
landing pages to determine what type of pages
converts, what information should be on a landing page,
what elements are important, what call to actions work,
and more.
This is my case study without the data (I’ll add it to a
more serious guide). Most of the landing pages I tested
were in the auto sector. However, I did test the
personal injury, dental, and doctor sectors as well.
Results are similar.

Designing the Perfect Webpage can have a huge impact on how
much it cost you per conversion.

“

I work with GMs and all they
care about is how many cars
they sell in a month. Landing
pages are a great way to spent
less and sell more.

”

F is for Victory…
Sort of….
Okay where do we start? The ideal landing page is
shaped like a F. Why is this? Because research has
shown that online users read web pages like a F. Always
cater to your potential clients. The client always knows
best.
Where should your most important text appear? Well
that’s simple, right? It should be in the middle. Not at
the top… not at the bottom…. But right smack in the
middle. After A/B testing with heat maps (they allow
you to see where people are clicking and moving to), it’s
clear the middle of the F shape, the – part is where you
want to put your most important information.
F is also for Font. Use ONLY one font. My case study
shows a decrease of 45% when two or more fonts are
used aggressively.

F is still sort of scary for me… I normally get As. F for the shape of
the text + Images and F for ONE FONT.

“

You want to conform the
structure of your webpage to
how users read. Take some UX
classes if you have time. Very
interesting stuff.

”

Easy
Please
Remember that your audience is looking for information
quickly. If they don’t find it quick, they WILL leave. This
isn’t law school… where the professor’s entire goal is to
“hide the ball.” Simplify the design of the website as
much as you can.
The colors should be warm and welcoming. My favorite
color is the blue above. I also love a warm red-orange.
Break up large paragraphs into easy to digest chunks.
This isn’t medical school. Users WILL skip over
paragraphs that are too dense.
From my case studies the optimal paragraph is FIVE
lines. This works extremely well in the automobile
industry and almost as well in personal injury, dental,
and doctor sectors. Online users will avoid paragraphs
longer than FIVE lines.

Readers are looking for quick pieces of information. If you got
them to come to your page, they are looking to hire someone not
do it themselves.

“

Concise language is the best
language. Simple word choices
works. Online users have a
tendency to bolt anytime they
see “difficult” passages. Blame
your high school teacher.

”

Headlines are Sort of
Important
Yes… for Search Engine Marketing too.
The headlines that have worked best for me are those
that directly express what benefits the user can receive
if they call or fill out a form. Use the powerful word
YOU and if possible the powerful word FREE. The
simple use of these words increases conversions 5% to
142% in my testing.
The headline should motivate users to take action. You
have to show that you are believable and you provide
the benefit you are offering.
When I was testing headlines, I took most of my
inspiration from gossip magazines… and it worked.
Which, in hindsight, makes sense since I’m sure they’ve
already optimized how to write the perfect headline.
Headlines should also use numbers and discounts as
much as possible.

A good headline can also be used on the AdWords text ad. A great
headline makes it about the reader and shows how calling or filling
out a form directly benefits their interest.

“

Words that increase conversions:
FREE YOU YOUR DISCOUNT
COUPON MONEY WIN NEW SALE
CASH NOW and Numbers

”

Add Testimonials or
Reviews
It’s marketing 101 that having testimonials and reviews
on your landing page increases conversions. But, I
didn’t know how effective they were until I ran my case
studies.
In A/B landing page testing, the pages that had
testimonials had conversion rates 15% to 127% higher.
Wow. I did not expect that. The increase in conversion
was highest in the service industries: lawyers, doctors,
and dentists. It was lower in the auto sector.
Online users have a general disposition not to trust
online ads. And when they click on an online ad, that
distrust grows even more when they realize it’s a
landing page (most people can tell the difference). One
way to alleviate this distrust is to show real customer
have purchased from you. The strongest customer
review is one with a real name, location, and a short
paragraph about their experience.

Make sure to have a customer sign a release form before using
their testimonial.

“

Online users are drawn to
testimonials from the SAME place
they reside or work in. You can
do a simple geo-targeted
campaign
with
different
testimonials based on locations

”

Pictures are worth
thousands of words
Before we begin, not every picture is worth having on
your website. Pictures should complement the website.
If it doesn’t, don’t include it.
One of the most interesting things I found is online
users really enjoy seasonal and weather related
imagery. If it is winter, then have a winter theme. If it is
raining, then have a rain theme. If it is snowing, then
have a snow theme.
I’m sure there is psychology on the above, but I believe
the reason is simple. Online users want to see the
business is flexible. I have several Ad Groups dedicated
to Hail Sales…. And yes we have a hail theme.
Be different. Instead of using stock images, try to create
your own custom images. Instead of a skyline of
Houston, put up an image of something local people will
recognize.

My favorite campaigns and ad groups are those that are geotargeted to local landmarks such as bridges or graffiti .

“

One of my most successful
landing pages features graffiti
art. Clients have told me they
love that image. Be local.
People buy local.

”

You Are NEVER Leaving
this Page.
There are two theories about landing pages. One states
you should connect your landing page to your website.
This gives users more information and allows you to
build further trust. My case study has shown this
doesn’t work.
You never want an online user to leave your page. If
they leave your page, conversion rates drastically
plummet. The landing page should be optimized so the
user has no reason to want to leave. Isn’t that the point
of a landing page?
I believe a landing page should have no outbound or
pop up pages. My case study has shown having either
means far less conversions. That being said, if you must
have a link, you link out to a new browser/open page.

Your landing page should have all the information the user is
looking for. If it doesn’t, add it.

“

Sending a potential customer
away is as foolish as it sounds.
But that is what you are doing
when you send them to another
page… even if it is to give them
more information.

”

Forms Are Plenty
Important
My testing has shown phones and live chats drive up to
ten times as many conversions, but forms generate
conversions with larger profit margins. And not having
a form option decreases both phone and live chat
conversions. While most people don’t like filling out the
form, they like having the option.
Forms should be concise and stripped down to the bare
minimal information you need from the user.
Automatic functions can make form fill easier. I suggest
using checkboxes as much as possible and having an
auto-filling set up. Make sure to test your forms on
mobile as well as on different browsers. A responsive
website will help solve the problem of the ever
changing screen resolutions.
Forms should not be too invasive. However, have a well
designed comment section is a great idea. Online users
love filling this section out with personal information.

Forms should be simple and inviting. My ideal form is Name,
Email, and Message.

“

I found the key to be the
message box. That increases
form conversions by 145% in my
case studies. Sometimes clients
just want to type something.

”

Phone Numbers
Best Way to Convert
I’m a fan of phone numbers. I believe the best way to
convert is to give your sales people the opportunity to
talk to an interested client.
Toll phone numbers are a must. I did A/B testing with a
toll phone number and a local number. The toll phone
number had 12 times the number of conversions as the
local number. Everything else was the same. This
doesn’t really surprise me.
Try placing the phone number in multiple locations. My
favorite place for phone numbers is the Upper Right
since that’s where most users expect a phone number
to be. However, that might not always work.
One element which proved very important was the text
which surrounds the phone number. I typically keep the
phone number separated from text, however my A/B
testing showed this was incorrect. I’m still testing on
this.

Phone numbers are by far where most of my conversions come
from. I typically want to leave the hard sales to people in the
industry.

“

Remember the best sales people
are the ones with years of
experience selling in their fields.
My goal is to get an user on a
call with a sales shark.

”

Chat
To have or Not?
I’m also a huge fan of having live help on your landing
page. Every new generation becomes more committed
to text rather than calls. They hate waiting, so email
and contact forms aren’t great. And many are not fans
of talking to sales people. Texting or live chat is perfect
to address this generational gap.
I won’t lie. My last date was with a marketing manager
and we almost never call each other. We text all the
time.
Having a 24 hour support line is relatively cheap. And
there is no reason you shouldn’t have it. It also builds
confidence in the user.
One warning, make sure the live chat is working. There
is no faster way of losing a conversion than not
responding to a chat.

I’m one of those people who you can text all day. But I rarely call,
unless it’s to help a student. In that case I always call.

“

You don’t want to lose a
conversion because the person is
uncomfortable with calling.
Chat is a great way to respond
immediately and is perfect for
younger generations on their
mobile.

”

Call to Actions
Overly Discussed
Call to actions are one of the most discussed topics in
landing page creation. However, it’s really simple. You
need to experiment with text, location, and font.
In my A/B testing, there is a large difference between
landing pages with call to actions and those without.
However, where it gets murky is some text, locations,
and fonts which I felt should have converted better,
didn’t. And some I felt shouldn’t convert do.
Something as simple as text size can determine whether
a campaign will be successful. After experimenting, I
found I need to experiment more.
Experimenting with call to actions never ends. I suggest
dedicating a part of your traffic in perpetually to testing
different call to actions. It really is that important.

Call to actions are a great mystery. What should work often
doesn’t , and what shouldn’t work sometimes does.

“

Some of my most successful
campaigns feature call to
actions in weird fonts, in weird
places, and with color patterns I
can’t stand. But they convert, so
I Keep them.

”

Multivariate
Testing
Testing is a huge part of marketing. Analytics should
always be at the center of testing.
I found multivariable testing is by far superior to single
variable testing.
Sometimes a blue form with an orange phone number
works. Sometimes an ugly font with a beautiful call to
action works. Multivariate testing allows you to
combine elements.
A certain image, body copy, headline, logo, or call to
action may lead to a drastic increase in conversions.
However if you change one element slightly the recipe
may fall apart. Much like cooking, elements combine
with one another to form a complete landing page.
An added benefit of multivariate testing is it allows you
to test rather fast.

No way I was leaving this presentation without Pokemon.

“

Experimenting is a journey. You
won’t ever find a perfect landing
page. And even if you do, it
won’t stay perfect for very long.
That’s why marketing is fun.

”
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